Epigenetic Control Systems: The Developmental Pathways of Cancer
In the search for effective new cancer therapies, the embryo arises as a promising alternative for the identification of specific molecular targets within several embryonic developmental pathways (EDPs). Because the theoretical assumptions postulated by researchers are based on embryology [1] and included within the conceptual framework of epigenetics [this term encompasses two main aspects of the conceptual definition: changes in cellular composition (cellular differentiation) and changes in geometrical form (gastrulation) [2] ], the demand for these "EDPs" should certainly be restricted to epigenetic molecular mechanisms within the embryo. Moreover, conceptual premises also highlight the embryological plasticity and canalization described by Waddington [2] . Additionally, based on the conceptual definition of epigenetics by Eva Jablonka at higher levels of biological organization, epigenetic mechanisms produce context-dependent, selfsustaining interactions between groups of cells that undergo physiological and morphological persistence, such as gastrulating cells [3] . The so-called morphological persistence must not be interpreted as a physical and concrete structure of the embryo that arises at a particular time and continues until the end of embryogenesis but rather as a morphological event that is temporally restricted and can produce a significant number of cells. Thus, these cells would truly be responsible for producing the deep structural changes necessary for final embryo consolidation. An analysis of gastrulation (and possibly other embryonic stages) will likely reveal the origin of morphological persistence, with all the profound implications of such a process, at the cell and tissue level for cellular differentiation and determination as well as cancer, as will be discussed below. Thus, the epigenetic mechanisms that establish and maintain these cellular differences and organismal states, The Scientific World Journal such as gastrulation, will be referenced here as epigenetic control mechanisms, the epigenetic regulatory machinery or simply epigenetic control systems [4] . Therefore, we speculate that an EDP must comprise the minimal conditions required to play a decisive role in regulating both embryogenesis and cancer by (1) participating in an epigenetic control system during gastrulation, (2) responding to external environmental stimuli, (3) functioning as a simultaneous regulator of various processes, such as cellular differentiation, proliferation, migration, and invasion, and (4) having a close relationship to adherens junctions and thereby creating a rich interface of epigenetic modulation, with some proper sense for "gastrulation" and "cancer". Now, we are going to describe a developmental pathway (among many others that may exist) that meets the minimal conditions for an EDP, described above, and included within the premises of our theoretical framework, and therefore, it could control both embryogenesis and cancer.
The Kaiso Pathway Meets the Minimal Conditions for the Developmental Pathways of Cancer

Kaiso as an Epigenetic Control
System. Perhaps the best way to start a discussion of some developmental pathways of cancer in the framework of the present hypothesis is to consider methyl-CpG-binding domain proteins (MBD) that read and translate DNA-methylation marks and are thus critical mediators of several epigenetic processes [5, 6] . In particular, we focus on one nonclassical MBD protein called Kaiso, which contains a zinc-finger DNA-binding domain responsible for Kaiso-mediated transcriptional repression [7] . Kaiso and its partner, p120ctn, are similar to the -catenin-Tcell factor (TCF)/lymphoid-enhancing factor (LEF) complex, but only Kaiso interacts with the epigenome during cancer development [8] .
The Kaiso protein appears to be the only factor that showed bimodal features in its interaction with DNA: it is able to specifically interact with methylated regions called CpG islands and with the nonmethylated consensus sequence 5 -CTGCNA-3 [9] [10] [11] (see the review by Fournier et al. [12] ). The recognition of methylated DNA by Kaiso (through the methyl-CpG-binding domain) is essential for the epigenetic silencing of tumor-suppressor genes, a critical role that was previously characterized during colon cancer development [13] . In contrast, an important discovery that illuminates the function of methylation-mediated repression showed that Kaiso interacts with a corepressor complex containing histone deacetylase (HDAC) [14, 15] . HDAC catalyzes the deacetylation of histones, and these chemical modifications facilitate a more closed chromatin conformation and thereby reduce gene expression. Thus, the participation of Kaiso as a component of the human HDAC-containing corepressor complex might explain its extended role in genome-wide transcriptional repression, which is considered a very important process during the early embryogenesis of vertebrates [16] .
Role in Embryogenesis during Gastrulation.
To define the role of Kaiso in embryogenesis, we must first understand that the direct target gene of Kaiso in vertebrates is Wnt11, which belongs to the Wnt family of secreted signaling glycoproteins that exert their functions by activating noncanonical Wnt pathways. Noncanonical Wnt pathways are involved in the polarity and movement of cells via the epithelialmesenchymal transition (EMT) observed during gastrulation [17, 18] , and for this reason, Kaiso plays an essential role in controlling animal morphogenesis [19] . Consistent with these findings, Kaiso depletion in vertebrates produces severe alterations in gastrulation-related movements and consequently affects endoderm formation and neurulation. In humans, the Wnt11 promoter contains a conserved Kaiso-binding site (at -775), and experimental laboratory results have indicated cooperation between -catenin/TCF and Kaiso/p120ctn in the negative regulation of Wnt11 transcription in chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) [20] .
Influence of Environmental Stimuli.
The most intriguing aspect of the Kaiso protein is its intracellular localization. In cultured cell lines, Kaiso is almost exclusively located in the nucleus, where it functions as a transcriptional repressor [21, 22] . Surprisingly, several studies have revealed striking differences between the behaviors of different cell lines in monolayer cell culture systems, three-dimensional cell culture systems and even "in vivo" [23] . Although the nuclear localization of Kaiso has been observed in human tissues (both normal and tumor tissues), Kaiso is more frequently observed in the cytoplasm and is absent in some cell types. In contrast, the subcellular cytoplasmic localization of Kaiso is directly related to the poor prognosis of patients with non-small-cell lung cancer and CML [20, 24] . These results strongly indicate that the microenvironment has an unexpected influence on Kaiso expression and localization. Thus, knowledge of the complex regulatory dynamics that occur in response to the microenvironment during both embryogenesis and cancer progression is a fundamental requirement.
Simultaneous Regulation of Different Processes during
Gastrulation. We will now develop some ideas about additional requirements to enrich the conceptual basis of the hypothesis and continue discussing the minimal conditions, particularly those related to the simultaneous regulation of different processes that enable gastrulation, within the logic of the embryonic cancer model. We will briefly consider the participation of the Kaiso/p120ctn complex in four significant pathways that underlie the gastrulation process, all of which are intrinsically linked to the EMT. Therefore, we believe that an integrated epigenetic view of embryonic development might change the direction of the search for new cancer therapies by considering proteins that jointly regulate the processes involved in the EMT.
The Kaiso protein is a transcription factor with an broadcomplex, tramtrack, and bric-a-brac proteins (BTB)/POX virus and zinc-finger (POZ) protein-protein interaction domain at the amino terminus and a zinc-finger DNAbinding domain at the carboxy terminus [21, 25] . The At the end of gastrulation the distinct germ layers will be able to regulate and control, in a different way, the cellular processes such as proliferation, differentiation, migration, and invasion.
amino-terminal domain of Kaiso specifically interacts with its partner catenin p120 (p120ctn) [21] . A fascinating function of Kaiso is its ability to regulate TCF/LEF1 activity by modulating the formation of the HDAC1--catenin complex [26] , and Kaiso and TCF/LEF1 appear to interact in the nucleus [27] . Thus, Kaiso/p120ctn might be required for morphogenetic processes in the embryo through direct modulation of any of the activities regulated by both the canonical Wnt pathway (and target genes of -catenin) [15] and the noncanonical Wnt pathway (through the Wnt11 gene) [19] . This particular modulatory mechanism might have significant implications for the regulation of genes involved in cancer-associated processes.
(1) Cellular Proliferation. A careful analysis of the regulatory gene targets of Kaiso/p120ctn revealed the repression of cMyc and cyclin D1 [28, 29] , which are known to be involved in cell proliferation and metastasis [15] . Data from our laboratory have consistently confirmed suspicions of the active participation of Kaiso in controlling cell proliferation, particularly in CML. Kaiso knockdown significantly enhances cancer cell proliferation and leads to a 100-fold increase in the expression of stem cell factor (SCF), which has a well-known role in cell survival and proliferation. Additionally, Kaiso knockdown in leukemia cells induces a substantial decrease in PU-1 expression, which is considered a fundamental factor in the transition to the leukemic state because a minimal reduction in PU-1 levels is sufficient to elicit a preleukemic state and promote the development of leukemia [20] . We speculate that Kaiso, which is usually expressed in epiblast cells, inhibits cell proliferation (presence of Kaiso in the nucleus) and that its transport to the cytoplasmic compartment (inducing the expression of proliferation genes) might be crucial in cells that are destined to undergo the EMT during gastrulation (Figures 1 and 2 ).
(2) Cancer Cell Invasion and Migration. One of the most important findings of the direct involvement of Kaiso in processes such as cell invasion and migration is its ability to inhibit the expression of the matrix metalloproteinase-7 (MMP7; also known as matrilysin) gene [30, 31] . The MMP7 gene plays a significant role in tumor cell invasion and metastasis due to its ability to degrade components of the extracellular matrix (ECM) and basement membrane (BM) [32] . Therefore, we hypothesize that nuclear Kaiso can control the invasive process after hypoblast substitution during gastrulation (Figures 1 and 2) , and the displacement of Kaiso to the cytoplasm suggests an induction of MMP7 expression in the cellular context. This hypothesis is reinforced by the finding that Kaiso/p120ctn, particularly p120ctn, also acts as a metastasis suppressor [27] . A review of the experimental data showed that p120ctn is frequently altered and/or lost in Primitive Streak * * * * * Figure 2 : Human gastrulation and Kaiso. During gastrulation, ectodermal cells at the primitive streak undergo epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) as a result of signals produced by the Spemann organizer or internal determinants. Also during this process the epiblast cells, in response to these signals, translocate Kaiso to the cytoplasmic compartment ( * ) and thus these cells ingress through the primitive streak and migrate into the underlying tissue. In a second critical moment, the delaminating cells translocate Kaiso to the nuclear compartment ( * * ) and will form the primary mesoderm or will undergo mesenchymal-epithelial transition (MET) establishing the endoderm. Adapted from [1] .
colon, bladder, stomach, breast, prostate, lung, and pancreatic cancer [33] . However, cadherins are degraded by a posttranslational mechanism in the absence of p120ctn [34] [35] [36] , which is required for cells that will initiate a migratory process. Therefore, both the cytoplasmic stability of the p120ctn/Ecadherin complex and nuclear Kaiso are necessary conditions in various states, such as cells that have already undergone the mesenchymal-epithelial transition (MET) process ( Figures  1 and 2 ), reinforcing our hypothesis that the MET and EMT might directly depend on a change in the intracellular localization of Kaiso in response to specific environmental stimuli. Curiously, Kaiso has also been implicated in the control of many key cellular migration events due to its role in Wnt11 repression. The treatment of a nontransformed rat small intestinal epithelial cell line (IEC6) with Wnt11 inhibits E-cadherin expression and stimulates cell migration and contact-independent cell growth [37] . Therefore, we must determine whether the translocation of Kaiso/p120ctn to the nucleus stabilizes cells that have completed the MET, induces E-cadherin expression, decreases both MMP7 expression and cell migration and ultimately promotes the formation of the endoderm.
(3) Cellular Differentiation Control Interconnected with the Adherens Junctions.
In accordance with the theoretical framework proposed by our hypothesis (Figure 1 ), Kaiso and p120ctn might also be indisputably engaged in maintenance of the differentiated state. This notion has also been confirmed experimentally because the knockdown of Kaiso/p120ctn significantly downregulates the expression of C/EBP (a master regulator of stem cell homeostasis and cell differentiation), increases the expression of C/MyB (a differentiation blocker) and decreases the expression of Wnt11 (cellular differentiation factor) [20] . Another explanation for these results is a direct interaction of Kaiso/p120ctn with the adherens junction and the participation of the resulting Kaiso/p120ctm-adherens junction complex as a docking platform for many transcription factors that control both cellular proliferation and differentiation. As described in a subsequent section, the inhibition of Kaiso/p120ctn function affects cadherin stability and directly affects the function of prodifferentiation and proproliferation genes, such ascatenin and YAP1.
Kaiso in the Embryological Model of Cancer
Once described that Kaiso pathway meets the minimum conditions for an EDP, in this section and the respective subsections, we are going to explain how this EDP is configured as an explanatory formula for each key aspect of the embryological cancer model [1] , and they are going to be addressed in the following order: (1) Kaiso establishes an epigenetic control mechanism with proteins from the polycomb group that explains both gastrulation onset and cancer disease onset. [54, 55] , (ii) BMI1 might also act as an activator of WNT pathway by repressing Dickkopf (DKK), and its negative regulation results in upregulation of c-Myc that participate in a positive feedback loop, activating the transcription of BMI1 [56] , and (iii) the overexpression of WNT/ -catenin signaling can also lead to increase Wnt11 expression [58] [59] [60] . (b) Expression analysis of Kaiso in Suz12 knockdown cells. K562 cells were transfected with siRNA-Suz12 (25nM). Twenty-four hours later, RNA was isolated and subjected to Real Time RT-PCR to quantify expression of Kaiso after normalization to -actin and compared to the scrambled knockdown cells. Data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Columns, mean (n = 3); error bars, SD; * p < 0.001.
Role of Kaiso in the Embryological Model of Cancer: Establishing an Epigenetic Control Mechanism That Regulates the Expression of the Polycomb Group Protein (PcG) Suz12.
One of the assumptions that support our hypothesis is the establishment of an epigenetic control mechanism, and as shown below, previous studies have found direct regulatory effects for Wnt11 and Wnt5a on Suz12 [38] and for Suz12 on Kaiso [39] . This feedback loop might have important consequences for the dynamics and establishment of gastrulation and the initiation of cancer. A study conducted by Pizzatti et al. (2010) found that both Wnt5a and Wnt11 upregulate Suz12 expression by acting as transcription factors in the cell nucleus [38] (Figure 3 (a); [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] ). However, Wnt11 is one of several -catenin/TCF-target genes that also contains a putative Kaiso-binding site in its promoter region, which suggests that Kaiso and TCF/LEF cooperate to repress Wnt11 transcription [28] (Figure 3(a) ). Additionally, the knockdown of Suz12 with a small interfering RNA (siRNA) significantly decreases the expression of Kaiso in K562 cells by 98%, suggesting that at least in the context of a human erythroleukemic cell line, Suz12 exerts a positive regulatory effect on Kaiso [39] (Figure 3(b) ). This regulatory loop might be extremely crucial in the control of cellular homeostasis because the levels of Suz12, Wnt11, and Kaiso need to be properly maintained during embryogenesis [39] . An apparently inconsistent finding with the well-established silencing function of PRC complexes is that the knockdown of EZH2 with a siRNA produces a significant decrease, rather than an increase, in G1/S-expressed cyclins [46] , which suggests that the PRC2 complex might induce gene expression through an uncharacterized independent domain [47, 48] .
As mentioned above, a critical event in the proposed theoretical framework is the intracellular relocation of Kaiso. An internal or external change in the embryo could shift Kaiso into the cytoplasmic compartment, which might trigger a cascade of events that ultimately lead to a sudden increase in the expression of Wnt11 and Suz12, potentiating their activities, specifically in cells that migrate from the primitive streak at the onset of gastrulation. One of the attractive features of this model is that it reconciles some published data on noncanonical Wnt pathways and PcG proteins and their connections (or interconnections) with the differentiation program in embryonic development (ED). Subsequently, during gastrulation, PcG proteins and Wnt11 participate in regulating the differentiation program [49] [50] [51] in primordial pluripotent embryonic stem cells, which show temporal activation or repression of specific genes, and the resulting temporal pattern defines the identify and function of these cells [52] . Furthermore, PcG proteins enable these differentiated adult cells to maintain their characteristic gene expression patterns and thereby contribute to cellular fate and memory [53] . This process might be a critical moment (a localized crisis) that allows the guidance of SC differentiation into the new mesenchymal layer and ultimately results in the robust consolidation of gastrulation.
In contrast, during the MET, Kaiso returns to the nucleus, and the expression of both Wnt11 and Suz12 decreases to the initial equilibrium levels. These alterations might represent an essential condition at the end of gastrulation to stop this process, but cells have already acquired at least two different fates or embryonic lineages over time and maintain their cellular identity and self-renewal through subsequent cell divisions. The present model also reconciles 6
The Scientific World Journal some published data on cancer, which indicate that, in several human cancer cells, Kaiso is found in the cytoplasm and Suz12 or EZH2 is overexpressed in the nucleus [19, 38, [54] [55] [56] [57] .
Role of Kaiso in the Embryological Model of Cancer:
Explaining Gastrulation. According to our proposed hypothesis (previously described in [1] ), Kaiso is shifted/displaced into the cytoplasmic compartment, but this occurs exclusively in the epiblast cells that will form the primitive streak, and this critical moment during embryonic development is indicated by an asterisk in Figure 2 . The displacement of Kaiso from the nuclear compartment to the cytoplasm might be important for allowing the loss of cadherins, initiating basement membrane disruption, promoting cell proliferation and migration, and controlling cell differentiation. In particular, this latter process is very important for determining the fate of the migratory cells that are moving away from the primitive streak (mesoendodermal lineage) and express the same regulatory genes [58] , and the final fates of these cells in the embryo are the mesodermal or endodermal lineages [59] ( Figure 2) . Nevertheless, the intracellular repositioning of Kaiso into the cytoplasm must be perfectly controlled in the epiblast microenvironment, possibly by Spemann organizer signals, cytoplasmic determinants or factors that are induced by the entry of sperm and that only trigger the EMT process in the primitive streak region [60] [61] [62] .
Importantly, delaminated mesoendodermal cells are undergoing a differentiation program (a globally open chromatin state) in a temporal sequence, and consistent with embryonic events, these cells will be challenged to interact with different environments. For simplicity, we emphasize that, in the primitive streak region, where cells are delaminating, two different types of interactions are possible: only with the hypoblast exactly in the middle region of the embryo or simultaneously with the hypoblast and the extra-embryonic mesoderm in the lateral ends of the embryonic disc. The mesenchymal cells (mesoendodermal lineage) interpret these microenvironments in two different manners depending on their developmental history after primitive streak delamination. Thus, these two embryonic contexts will contribute to a change in the epigenetic state [63] and create different patterns of transcriptional regulation [64, 65] that will allow the efficient differentiation of mesodermal and endodermal lineages, as described above.
In Figure 2 (two asterisks), we intend to show the precise moment of separation between the two different lineages, and this moment is represented by the translocation of Kaiso to the nucleus, which results in the inhibition of proliferation, migration, and differentiation. We assume that Kaiso translocation will have a fundamental influence by helping close the chromatin and not allowing external factors to interfere with gene expression in these cells, and as a result, Kaiso translocation contributes to the process known as differentiation consolidation.
In contrast, one of the most important differences between mesodermal and endodermal cells is their invasive capacity (Figure 2 ). During gastrulation, the formation of tissues of the mesoderm lineage occurs via a direct interaction between neighboring cells (or between a cell and the ECM) or by the incorporation of new cells into aggregates of cells that will make their own BM and in turn initiate the formation of the future mesoderm [86, 87] . Nevertheless, the invasive capacity of cells of the endodermal lineage is guided by displacement via the disruption and creation of a new BM, which would result in the establishment of a new epithelium that will form the definitive endoderm [88] (Figure 2) . This difference was clearly established during gastrulation and will have profound implications for the future appearance of cancer in humans. This hypothesis is supported by experimental results showing that different mechanisms control BM remodeling in mesodermal and endodermal cells [89] .
Although mesodermal and endodermal cells are derived from epiblasts and migrate through the primitive streak, researchers have not clearly determined when or how the cells "decide" between these two different scenarios. These cells might be instructed to form the mesoderm or endoderm before or during migration through the primitive streak or remain multipotent (mesoendodermal lineage) before interacting with an embryonic microenvironment that promotes one cell fate over another [90] . The latter proposal suggests that a common signaling pathway initially specifies mesoendodermal cells and that a progressive sequence of determinative events will then culminate in the segregation of the endoderm and the mesoderm into morphologically distinct germ layers [59] . In zebrafish, forkhead-domain 2 protein (which is required for the specification of the foregut and midgut endoderm) is already expressed before endodermal precursors become morphologically distinct, and this finding is providing additional evidence for a common mesoendodermal precursor [59, 91] . Consistent with the theoretical framework proposed by our hypothesis, the fates of both endodermal and mesodermal cells might be determined before Kaiso translocates to the nucleus.
Finally, the signals involved in the cell fate-determining process during gastrulation are possibly directed by the anteroposterior axis [92] , which is consistent with the observations that the primitive streak appears in the posterior region of the embryo and that gastrulation decisively contributes to the establishment of the anteroposterior axis. The reported experimental data are also consistent with this hypothesis because the first cells to invade and replace the hypoblast originate from the esophagus, lung, stomach, and liver in vertebrates [88] , which provides a strong indication for an influence of the anteroposterior axis on cells that will undergo the MET and form the endoderm. Thus, we speculate that a regulatory mechanism involving Kaiso compartmentalization is responsible for the fine-tuning of the two critical periods of gastrulation (delamination and invasion) discussed extensively above. We predict that the embryonic microenvironment exerts a strong influence on the translocation of Kaiso from the nucleus to the cytoplasm and vice versa. Because these processes also involve the generation and dismantling of adherens junctions, we will further discuss the interconnection with Kaiso in the conceptual framework of our theoretical model. The Scientific World Journal 7
Role of Kaiso in the Embryological Model of Cancer: Adapting the Embryological Model of Cancer to the New Reality of the Adherens Junctions.
The following sections provide a brief description of significant developments regarding adherens junctions, which as molecular docking platforms and can gather an extensive set of transcription factors that regulate processes such as cell differentiation, proliferation, migration, and invasion. Therefore, an embryological model of cancer that is not directly mediated by cadherins is impossible to imagine. Additionally, because cadherins play an integral role in noncanonical Wnt pathways, these proteins fundamentally participate in the simultaneous regulation of the processes required for gastrulation.
The vast majority of metazoan cells spend most of their lives in close proximity to neighboring cells, and these cells must use a variety of communication tools to organize tissue activities and establish collaboration patterns between associated cells. One key to the cohesive and stable association of cells is to prevent their proliferation and thus avoid their accumulation or disorganization. A well-established model of this control mechanism is called "contact inhibition", in which intercellular adhesion mechanisms directly inhibit cell motility and proliferation [93] [94] [95] . Cancer cells generally do not follow this biological rule. However, the experimental results reported by Pierce show that cell-cell contact might be responsible for inhibiting the tumor behavior of embryonal carcinoma cells transferred into mouse blastocysts [96] [97] [98] . These findings are compatible with the control of metastasis by contact inhibition, which potentially involves cadherins and integrins on the cell surface of embryonic cells.
Cadherins are critical regulators of ED [99, 100] and the homeostasis of adult tissues and cancer cells [101, 102] . E-cadherin mediates cell-to-cell adhesion through Ca2+-dependent homophilic interactions, and its cytoplasmic domains are connected with several catenins. The latter proteins are responsible for mediating the association between the cytoskeleton and the plasma membrane [103] [104] [105] and initiate several intracellular signaling mechanisms [66, 106] . Additionally, a loss of E-cadherin expression through genetic or epigenetic alterations promotes tumor progression and metastasis [107] [108] [109] [110] . In contrast, the overexpression of Ecadherin in metastatic cancer cells prevents tumor progression and invasion [107, [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] , not only through adhesive functions but also due to inhibition of cell growth signaling [115, 116] mediated by tyrosine kinase receptors (RTKs) or Src family kinases [116] .
In recent years, the "normal" view concerning the cellular roles of adherens junctions in the cell cycle and migration has been drastically altered, and our understanding of their regulatory functions has evolved to include the control of cell differentiation and the critical regulation of all processes required for induction of the EMT. Consistent with this hypothesis, the cytoplasmic domain of E-cadherin is currently considered a regulatory complex or an extremely rich cytoplasmic platform for regulating gene expression ( Figure 4(a) ; [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] ) that finely modulates diverse cellular functions, including cytoplasmic sequestration of Yesassociated protein 1 (YAP1) (cell-cycle control) [66] , the binding of tumor suppressors, such as Kaiso/p120ctn [117] [118] [119] and NF2/Merlin (cell-cycle and differentiation control) [76] , the incorporation of proteins, such as Rho GTPases (Rac, RhoA, and Cdc42) [120] [121] [122] and p21-activated kinase (Pak1) (cell-movement control) [123] [124] [125] [126] , into the adhesion complex, and the receipt and response to activated proteins, such as Rho GTPases (Rac, RhoA, and Cdc42) [82, 83] and Pak1. All these functions and the stability of the complex depend on relevant microenvironmental stimuli related to the Kaiso-P120ctn complex [23] .
A Different Facet of the Cell-Cell Adhesion Complex:
Cellular Differentiation. One of the most interesting aspects of this cell-cell adhesion complex is that some of the recruited components are directly involved in controlling both the cell cycle and differentiation. These processes are closely linked to various developmental contexts (Figure 4(a) ). For instance, some proteins that are anchored to the cytoplasmic tail of E-cadherin, as mentioned above, are involved in the control of cell differentiation. Thus, the Kaiso-p120ctn complex appears to regulate several genes that are directly involved in hematopoietic cell differentiation [20] . Furthermore, YAP1 overexpression in the mouse intestine or early chick neural tube promotes progenitor/stem cell expansion and the loss of differentiated cells [127, 128] . Additionally, in cell culture models used to study muscle cell or epidermal keratinocyte differentiation, YAP1 hyperactivation produces a defect in the terminal differentiation of these cells [129, 130] . Finally, the BMP signaling pathway activates YAP/TAZ to regulate mesenchymal cell differentiation [131] . Thus, these data support the hypothesis that E-cadherin functions as a platform that might regulate the transition of an adequate number of cells from the proliferative state to the quiescent state and ensure proper cell differentiation.
Notably, nuclear effectors of the Hippo signaling pathway, such as YAP and TAZ, represent attractive points of crosstalk between several different intracellular signaling pathways. For instance, Sonic hedgehog signaling serves as a positive transcriptional regulator of YAP1 in cerebellar granule neural precursors [132] . Additionally, YAP and TAZ might control the signal transduction of BMP and TGF-ß through canonical Smad-dependent pathways [133, 134] , whereas a recent study by Varelas et al. showed that the Lats1/2-phosphorylated cytoplasmic TAZ protein inhibits Wnt signaling through a direct physical interaction with the Dishevelled protein [135] . These studies indicate that a complex signaling network underlies cell-cell adhesion, and this complexity reinforces an emerging picture of E-cadherin as a signaling module that integrates several types of intracellular stimuli, possibly in a context-dependent manner.
Explaining the Occurrence of EMT in the Context of Adherens
Junctions. In our model, the cytoplasmic localization of Kaiso can trigger events that reduce the amount of Ecadherin protein expressed on the cell surface. The first event refers to the role of p120ctn as an essential regulator of Ecadherin stability [34, 35] . The downregulation of p120ctn in cultured cells directly induces E-cadherin degradation [35] . (a) E-cadherin as a functional platform that acts as both anchoring components of the canonical and noncanonical Wnt pathways and the Hippo signaling pathway and interacting with NF2/Merlin, Rho GTPases, and PAK-PIX-GIT. E-cadherin and -catenin act as direct regulators of YAP1 and its homologue TAZ [66] [67] [68] . The canonical Hippo pathways [69] , in vertebrate cells, act sequentially with MST1/2 and Lats1/2 [70, 71] to regulate the phosphorylation state of Yap1 (P, phosphate). Phosphorylation of YAP1 by Lat1/2 mediates sequestration of YAP1 in the cytoplasm while unphosphorylated YAP1 is translocated into the nucleus, where it drives the expression of genes that promote cell proliferation [71] . -catenin depletion or deletion in keratinocytes shifts Yap1 into the nucleus and elevates nuclear Yap1 activity, thereby favoring cell proliferation. NF2/Merlin plays an inducer role (+) of the contact inhibition by the interaction with cadherins and catenins [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] . When activated, NF2/Merlin acts as a growth suppressor by inducing contact inhibition. An inducer signal is also obtained from CD44. There is evidence that Pak1 and Merlin interact reciprocally upon one other, such that Merlin also inhibits Pak1 function and suppresses the activation and the recruitment of Rac1 to the plasma membrane, which may be part of the mechanism by which Merlin regulates contact inhibition [73, [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] . Rho GTPases can be activated by growth factor-activated receptor or in response to cell-cell adhesion complex or cell-matrix adhesion receptors [82] . Rho GTPases participate in bidirectional signaling with both cadherins [83] and integrins [84] . In this initial context, Kaiso is found in the nucleus of the cell. (b) Kaiso in response to microenvironment signals is translocated to the cytoplasmic compartment. The immediate effect is to increase the expression of Wnt11 and Suz12 and the PCR2 complex would be involved in the repression of E-cadherin. Cytoplasmic Kaiso interacts with p120ctn and begins to destabilize the cell-cell adhesion complex. (c) The binding of Wnt to the Frizzled receptor leads to activation of Rho GTPases and PAK. p120ctn is a positive regulator of Rac1 [85] and thereby contributes to an alternative regulation of the recruitment of Rac1 to the cell-cell junctions. PAK represses NF2/Merlin and would contribute to destabilize the cell-cell adhesion complex, releasing Yap1, -catenin, and the PAK-PIX-GIT complex. (d) YAP1, Pak1, and -catenin, in the nucleus of the cell, activate proteins involved in processes such as cell proliferation and cell differentiation. DSH (Dishevelled); DAAM1 (Dishevelled Associated Activator of Morphogenesis 1); RAC, RhoA, and cdc42 (GTPases); p120ctn (p120 catenin); -cat ( -catenin); -cat ( -catenin); YAP1 (Yes-associated protein-1); PAK (p21-activated kinase); PIX (p21-activated kinase-(PAK-) interacting exchange factor); GIT (G-protein-coupled receptor-kinase-interacting protein); Lats1/2 (Large Tumor Suppressor 1 and 2, also known as Warts); Mst1/2 (Mammalian Sterile20-like 1 and 2); TK receptors (Tyrosine kinase receptors); CD44 (receptor for hyaluronic acid); Frizzled (family of G protein-coupled receptor proteins that serves as receptors in the Wnt signaling pathway).
Thus, p120ctn influences cell adhesion strength by controlling the availability of E-cadherin at the cell membrane (see the review by Reynolds and Roczniak-Ferguson [119] ). Therefore, the cytoplasmic interaction between Kaiso and p120ctn (removing p120ctn from the adhesion complex) could trigger the first event that initiates the EMT process and thereby favor cell migration (Figure 4(b) ). The second event is the well-known negative regulatory effect of some PcG proteins in the PRC2 complex on E-cadherin transcription [136] . Subsequently, the disruption of the regulatory loop between Kaiso, Wnt5a/Wnt11, and Suz12 induced by the reallocation of Kaiso increases the expression of proteins involved in the noncanonical Wnt pathway and PRC2 complex, which could help consolidate the initiation of the EMT during embryogenesis ( Figures 2 and 4(b) ). The continuity of the EMT process is maintained through sequential steps that start with the Frizzled receptor and end with E-cadherin (loss of cell-cell adhesion). The initial step is the increased expression of Wnt11 and its secretion into the extracellular milieu, and this secretion, through the Frizzled (Fz) receptor, activates the small GTPase Rho and Pak1 ( Figure 4(c) ; [85] ). The next major step in the process is NF2/Merlin repression by Pak1, which might lead to destabilization of the cell-cell adhesion complex and ensure the release of YAP1 to subsequently promote the translocation of -catenin and Pak1 to the nucleus and thereby induce the expression of genes involved in proliferation and cellular differentiation (Figure 4(d) ). Moreover, the overexpression of PcG proteins also decisively contributes to the consolidation of mesoendodermal differentiation and drives differentiation toward a particular lineage, thereby establishing mesodermal or endodermal lineages throughout the process [53] . The role of PcG proteins in regulating gene expression, specifically in SC lineage choice, commitment and differentiation, might be divided into classical and nonclassical functions. The classical function includes the trimethylation of histone H3 lysine 27 (H3K27me3) by PRC2 [137, 138] . In contrast, the nonclassical function involves the activation of Wnt/ -catenin signaling by EZH2 [40, 41] or BMI1 [42] . The latter two nonclassical functions are compatible with a hypothetical model explaining the endodermal differentiation activated bycatenin [139] , which is also consistent with our embryological model (Figure 4(b) ). The histone H3K27me3 demethylases KDM6A and KDM6B might be responsible for definitive endoderm differentiation during the late gastrulation stage [139] .
Finally, in our model, we must also consider numerous growth factors that are known to influence mesodermal and endodermal differentiation, including fibroblast growth factor (FGF), transforming growth factor beta (TGF ), Wnt growth factor, and retinoic acid (Figures 4(c) and 4(d) ) (see the review by Wells and Melton [90] ). For instance, bone morphogenetic protein 4 (BMP4) is essential for mesoderm differentiation during mouse gastrulation [140] , and in vitro studies using human embryonic stem cell lines have revealed relevant roles for Wnt, Activin A, Nodal, BMPs (see the review by Lewis and Tam [141] ), and small molecules [142] in endodermal differentiation.
Role of Kaiso in the Embryological Model of Cancer: The Transcriptional Control of Matrilysin in the Endoderm
Layer. Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are a family of zinc-dependent proteolytic enzymes that degrade most of the components of the ECM. The MMP-mediated degradation of ECM occurs during many normal physiological processes, such as tissue morphogenesis, angiogenesis, bone remodeling, differentiation, and wound healing [143] . MMP family members have also been implicated in cancer, specifically by contributing to tumor progression, cancer invasion, and metastasis [144] . Of particular relevance is MMP-7 (EC 3.4.24.23), which is expressed at high levels almost exclusively by glandular epithelial cells of diverse embryonic origins, such as the human cycling endometrium, Paneth cells of small intestinal crypts, normal mature skin, the glandular epithelium of the mammary gland, parotid glands, the pancreas, the liver, the prostate, and the lung [145, 146] . Additionally, MMP7 degrades many ECM proteins, including proteoglycans, fibronectin, entactin, laminin, gelatin, and elastin [143] .
One of the most surprising findings is that matrilysin is almost exclusively expressed in epithelial tumors of endodermal origin (with breast tissue being the only exception) [146] , whereas the majority of other MMPs are predominantly expressed in normal stromal cells immediately adjacent to tumor tissue [147] . Indeed, the transcriptional repression of matrilysin mediated by Kaiso was particularly observed in using gastric epithelial cells in vitro and in vivo [31] . In this context, endodermal cells might retain Kaiso-dependent transcriptional repression of MMP7 during the EMT process, leading to hypoblast invasion and the formation of the new definitive endoderm. The hypoblast does not have a true basal membrane, making it a more sensitive tissue to invasion (during embryogenesis). Thus, the SCs of endodermal origin that are in the process of invading the hypoblast will likely use MMP7 to promote the invasion process via destruction of Ecadherin at the cell surface, or once the definitive endoderm is established, MMP7 might mediate the necessary remodeling of the new BM. Based on this reasoning, more recent studies corroborate the hypothesis that E-cadherin might be a new substrate for matrilysin, which suggests that cleavage of the E-cadherin ectodomain might be required for lung epithelial repair [148] or as a new mechanism to explain the invasive potential of oral squamous cell carcinomas [149] and prostate cancer [150] .
Therefore, in our embryological model of cancer, pluripotent epiblast SCs provide the link between Kaiso and MMP7, which might help some epiblast cells trigger the EMT process, and this relationship might be retained in mesoendodermal cells "in transit" during gastrulation. Soon afterward, the consolidation of specific mesoderm and ectoderm cell populations leads to the obvious consequence of widespread genome reorganization, which suggests that Kaiso cannot obtain greater access to the transcriptional control of MMP7 gene expression in these embryonic populations. Consistent with this hypothesis, the expression of matrilysin has been observed in morphologically normal epithelial cells and fibroblasts surrounding the tumor cells in 50% of the analyzed cases of human mammary tumors [151] . Additionally, mammary epithelial tumors of ectodermal origin appear to need significant support from stromal cells to initiate the invasion process [152] . Thus, the transcriptional repression of MMP7 is independent of Kaiso in mesoderm and ectoderm cells but might have similar effects on adherens junctions [153, 154] . Finally, the highly invasive potential of endodermal cells might be a consequence of the direct relationship between the Kaiso-dependent transcriptional control of MMP7 and the cell-cell adhesion complex.
Concluding Remarks
The Weakness of Our Experimental Models: Controversy
Concerning the Role of Kaiso. Considering the words of Richmond Prehn, "it may be more correct to say that cancers beget mutations than it is to say that mutations beget cancers" [155] , we intend to finish the article with a critical reflection and self-criticism of some of the experimental models used in studies of human cancer. First, we will provide a brief description of the cell culture models used to characterize the divergent functions of Kaiso as a tumor suppressor or oncogene [20, 156, 157] that negatively impact the advances in cancer research as a whole. The cell culture models used include the K562 cell line [158] , which was obtained from a patient with CML in the blast crisis phase, the DU-145 [159] and PC-3 cell lines [160] , which were obtained from patients with prostate cancer, and the MCF-7 (nonmetastatic) [161] , MDA-MB-468 (few metastases) [162] , and MDA-MB-231 (highly metastatic) [162] cell lines, which are breast cancer cell lines.
Analyses of the composition and number of chromosomes in prostate carcinoma cell lines have revealed that DU145 cells have a hypotriploid karyotype with 62 (range, 57-65) chromosomes [163] , and the two different PC-3 subclones identified (hypotriploid and hypopentaploid) have 58 (range, 57-61) and 113 (range, 112-114) chromosomes, respectively [164] . DU145 and PC-3 cells exhibit some structural alterations involving chromosomes 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 15, and 16 and translocations of chromosomes 1, 4, 6, 15, and 16 [163] . In contrast, analyses of mammary cell lines have revealed that MCF-7 cells have 88 chromosomes [161] , MDA-MB-231 cells have 64 chromosomes [162] , and MBD-MB-468 cells have a modal number of 60 chromosomes, with 42 types of aberrations (11 numerical and 31 structural) [165] . Finally, unsurprisingly, chromosomal analyses of K562 cells have revealed a hypotriploid karyotype with 66-72 chromosomes that contain various numerical and structural aberrations [166] . Surprisingly, the original patient sample used to establish the K562 cell line had 46 chromosomes. However, after ten passages, most of the cells had a modal number of 50-52 chromosomes. By passage 110, two subclones were derived, and the number of chromosomes had increased. One line had a near-triploid karyotype with 69-73 chromosomes, whereas the second line had a near-tetraploid karyotype with 90-96 chromosomes [166] . Furthermore, six months [161] and 90 passages in vitro over a period of 2 years [159] were needed to obtain DU-145 cells from a primary culture of MCF-7 cells.
Thus, the cells used to study the function of Kaiso show marked differences in their genetic repertoire and stages of oncogenic transformation. Appropriate comparisons between these cancer cells are impossible without understanding the real impact of different chromosomal aberrations on the homeostasis of each of these cell lines. What are the consequences of these chromosomal aberrations? We can only obtain the answer to that question if the entire scientific community performs in-depth studies aiming to elucidate the biology of each of these cell lines. Would these investigations be worth the effort? What are we studying? Are we studying the influence of cancer on chromosomal instability? An advocate of the somatic mutation theory of cancer could fully justify exploring the meaning of these aberrations to understand how to apply the obtained knowledge to the development of a new specific therapy for cancer.
We provide some illustrative examples to refute the latter justification. First, human embryonic stem cells (hESCs), which are expected to display a stable euploid karyotype, have, in the last decade, exhibited several chromosomal aberrations that were systematically described in all these cell lines during their maintenance in vitro [167] [168] [169] [170] [171] . The in vitro culture conditions or long-term culture have frequently been proposed as possible factors implicated in the acquisition of chromosomal abnormalities. Moreover, stem cell therapy and regenerative medicine based on triggering hESC differentiation has become one of the most promising avenues of research in the areas of health and medicine since these cells were successfully established [172] . Therefore, are cancer cells in culture considered an appropriate model for cancer?
A second example shows an even more disheartening perspective because the majority of cancers obtained from patient biopsies are in fact genetically unstable at either the nucleotide or the chromosome level [173, 174] and are also epigenetically altered [175, 176] . A further complication that results from the dynamic nature of tumors is the development of cancer occurs over decades [177] , and the chronological history of these instabilities and their contribution to tumor development cannot be determined. In contrast, embryonic models are rarely explored and less well known. For instance, cancer cells show phenotype reversibility when placed within the early embryo, even under conditions favoring chromosomal instability. Thus, although most of the teratocarcinoma cell lines cultured "in vitro" do not in fact have a normal number of chromosomes [178] [179] [180] , the introduction of these cells into blastocyst-stage embryos allows clonal propagation of the carcinoma cells and the production of teratoma-free animals with many tumor-derived normal tissues [181, 182] . Following the same line of thought, cell-cell contact with the trophectoderm or inner cell mass (ICM) might be responsible for inhibiting the metastatic behavior of two different teratocarcinoma cell lines (402AX and EC247) transplanted in mouse blastocysts [96] [97] [98] . Moreover, the neoplastic phenotype of hepatic carcinoma cells is reversed within one month after the cells are transplanted into young rat livers, but these cells grew progressively after transplantation into older rats The Scientific World Journal 11 [183] ; these effects are similar to those obtained for embryonic skin on the growth of melanoma tumors [184] .
Embryological Foundations of Cancer.
A crucial factor limiting the consolidation of an embryological model of cancer is the difficulty in establishing an embryological model that would enable research on cell movements and developmental pathways in humans. The limitations include bioethical issues [185] [186] [187] [188] and difficulties associated with embryo handling and observation after implantation in the mother's womb. The mouse model was initially a promising model because of its resemblance to humans. However, several lines of evidence obtained in recent years have shown significant differences between humans and mice that eliminate the possibility of establishing parameters for reliable comparisons at the cell and molecular levels [189] [190] [191] [192] .
Despite these differences and the lack of an embryonic model of study, embryologists have formulated explanatory cancer models in the twentieth century within a conceptual framework that directly links the phenomenon of cancer to cell differentiation and a hierarchy level focused on the cell that restricts the cancer aspect specifically to stem cells in an adult individual [180, [193] [194] [195] . However, the embryological tradition has historically adopted an understanding of cancer at a different hierarchical level and attributed the appearance of cancer to the loss of control forces at the tissue level [196] . Surprisingly, "the controlling forces from which the cancerous growth has escaped" [196] show incredible resonance with the current strengthening hypothesis proposed in the twenty-first century of the role of cadherins in cancer and their close relationship with transcription factors that control differentiation and cell proliferation. However, cell migration and invasion are also properties that are controlled by adherens junctions, and in particularly, cell invasiveness is controlled through direct regulation by noncanonical Wnt pathways, as described extensively in this article.
Therefore, in the twenty-first century, two significant features are consolidated within an embryological conceptual framework of cancer: a vision of the cancer phenomenon included within the cell differentiation process [193, 194] and a change in the cancer hierarchical level to a tissue level, as was proposed by several researchers [1, 197, 198] . These two aspects are fundamental to our theoretical proposal of the relationship established between Kaiso and matrilysin in the embryonic endoderm layer and potentially explain why cancers of endodermal origin are more invasive and deadlier in the human population. Finally, using the embryological cancer hypothesis, we hope to help redirect and generate changes in cancer research.
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